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Building AST Transforms 
Here are some key first steps when stepping into use and build of AST transformations.  This can be 

quite painful if this is your first outing into this.  I’ve compiled this note to help others get going 

more quickly, and see how to approach the area in nice baby steps. 

AST (abstract Syntax tree) transformations is a very powerful feature of groovy – but it’s not for the 

faint hearted.  I Thought I’d document my experience whilst having a go, and things you need to 

know. 

So first what’s involved with an AST transform 
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As developer you need to provide a number of files 

1. An annotation interface definition that defines the name of your transform for users, and 

also what that annotation can be applied to (class, method, field etc )  

2. An AST Transform file that implements your transform   

3. Some test code to validate the above implementation  

4. A sample client file that uses your Annotation so you can see the result of the transform 

5. Some helper class to take the grunt of some tested reusable features you trust as you build 

your experience  

As you are so close into the compiler hooks of the groovy compilation process – a lot of features 

such as ready access to debugger, println debug statements etc are just not available.  This is a cause 

of great pain as your starting to learn the ropes.  So a helper library is a valuable thing to build out as 

you go.  There is some documentation of an ASTUtils class – but I have been unable to locate this 

standard library from the Groovy/Grails google searches – so I started my own which I’ll share as we 

go 

First let’s take a look at that annotation interface definition  

Annotation interface  

This is all reasonably standard Java Annotation generic stuff.  You can read about annotations here 

http://docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/java/javaOO/annotations.html 

One thing to note is that your interface can be a marker interface (i.e. have no methods in it), or be 

parameterised.  If you are going to use a single parameter its best to define the single method as 

value().  

 It’s the assumed default and allows you as consumer  to skip the @YourAnnotation (value = param) 

form to for a  briefer form of @YourAnnotation (param).  If you don’t define your interface method 

as value – you must do the explicit assignment form like @YourAnnotation (someName = param) 

It’s worth noting that according to the java Annotation definition, the return types of parameters 

can only be one of String, Class or Enum (or Integer).  If your new to all this this can take some time 

figuring out what you need to comply with. 

Your new annotation definition has also to be adorned with another groovy annotation like this  

@Retention(RetentionPolicy.SOURCE) 
@Target([ElementType.TYPE]) 
@GroovyASTTransformationClass("demoAST.MySimpleClassASTTransformation") 
public @interface SomeAnnotation { … 
} 

Where the named class has to be the fully qualified path to the file that’s implementing your 

transform. 

  The Transform Implementation  Class 

 
We’ll cover this in detail as we go but one thing to note is that in current builds (I’m using groovy 

2.0.4), your implementation class must also have another annotation,  which looks like this  

http://docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/java/javaOO/annotations.html
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@GroovyASTTransformation(phase= CompilePhase.CANONICALIZATION) 

Class YourImplementationTransform … { 

If you fail to do this your project will report a NPE exception and leave you scratching your head for 

hours trying to figure out where your code is broken , when in fact it’s not been launched at all.  

Thankyou groovy forums for spotting that for me. 

When you use the @GroovyASTTransformation you must specify a compilation phase.  The groovy 

compilation is a multi phase process and you can have your transformation(s) triggered into the 

various stages.   

In most circumstances your likely to do your simple transformations either at SEMANTIC_ANALYSIS 

or at CANONICALIZATION, but there are many others in the compile lifecycle.  you can start here to 

try and assess what’s best for you 

http://groovy.codehaus.org/Compiler+Phase+Guide 

Understanding what good looks like  

 
The Groovy Console provides an easy means to look at the various AST representations.  Start the 

console (I do mine through a demo Grails project myself).  Type in a script and either compile or run 

it to make sure it’s working. 

From the console script menu you can select the ‘Inspect AST’ action or use the CTRL-T action to run 

the viewer and look at your code structure. 

So if we have some demo script like this  

 

You’ll see the AST tree like this in the viewer.  The default phase for Transform and the viewer is 

CANONICALIZATION.   

http://groovy.codehaus.org/Compiler+Phase+Guide
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When looking at the basic shape of node classes I prefer the SEMANTIC_ANALYSIS view like this  

 

First it’s a bit hard to find concrete examples that simple people can start with – before the hard 

stuff sets in.  So I’ll document this in small project baby steps.  So let’s set forward with the simplest 

annotation - that does nothing.   

All this proves is you can the basic pattern without breaking anything  

Step 1.   A basic AST transform that does nothing  
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So here’s my simple starter client file to be transformed, which we’ll embellish as we go  

@DoNothingAnnotation 
class BasicClass { 
  
 String name 
 String get() { return name} 
  
} 

 

This is my simple starter class to cut our teeth on.  You can see the Annotation use and in this case 

it’s a marker interface only (no methods) 

So as I’ve used my example as a Class level annotation lets define the simplest annotation interface 

that supports this, like this  

import java.lang.annotation.ElementType 
import java.lang.annotation.Retention 
import java.lang.annotation.RetentionPolicy 
import java.lang.annotation.Target 
 
import org.codehaus.groovy.transform.GroovyASTTransformationClass 
 
@Retention(RetentionPolicy.SOURCE) 
@Target([ElementType.TYPE]) 
@GroovyASTTransformationClass("demoAST.MyDoNothingASTTransformation") 
public @interface DoNothingAnnotation { 
//empty annotation  
} 

Note the use of the AST annotation that defines the fully qualified path to your implementation 

class. 

Lastly there is the implementation file like this 

import org.codehaus.groovy.ast.ASTNode 
import org.codehaus.groovy.control.CompilePhase 
import org.codehaus.groovy.control.SourceUnit 
import org.codehaus.groovy.transform.ASTTransformation 
import org.codehaus.groovy.transform.GroovyASTTransformation 
 
/** 
 * first simple transform 
 * @author 802518659 
 * 
 */ 
@GroovyASTTransformation(phase= CompilePhase.CANONICALIZATION) 
class MyDoNothingASTTransformation implements ASTTransformation  
{ 
 public void visit (ASTNode[] nodes, SourceUnit source) 
 { 
  return  
 } 
} 
 

This is intentionally a bit boring but it demonstrates  the essential working pattern 
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This is usually a two phase model  

First define your Annotation interface and implementation with no errors in the project.   Then use 

that annotation on your client class.  Be warned, as the transformation is picked up as part of the  

compilation process your implementation is triggered as soon as use your transform in your client 

class   

NB if you are using eclipse (I’m on Juno 4.2) – eclipse seems to cache your transformation – so if you 

modify your transformation code you must run a clean action on your project to pick up the 

revisions.  So the normal build cycle looks like  

1. Write your client/test class with annotation in it and comment it out 

2. Write your annotation and AST transformation, ensure it all compiles 

3. Run ant clean task in eclipse 

4. Uncomment your annotation in 1 to see the results.   

5. Repeat until happy its working 

Getting messages from your Transform 
We’ll cover more on testing later, however it’s quite difficult to work and interact with your AST 

Transforms, as the run and complete in the groovy compilation cycle before you can get your hands 

on them.  Your annotated class either compiles or doesn’t and this can be quite frustrating when you 

start out  

You can put some basic assertions into your Transformation like this  

@GroovyASTTransformation(phase= CompilePhase.CANONICALIZATION) 
class MyDoNothingASTTransformation implements ASTTransformation  
{ 
  
 private static final EMPTY_STRING = "" 
  
 public void visit (ASTNode[] nodes, SourceUnit source) 
 { 
  assert false : "some text " 
   
  return  
 } 
} 
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This internally generates a compiler error but it is non-specific to location and shows a red marker in 

your client when you uncomment and save the client that uses your Transform 

The other way is run a test and call a debugging log utility ( more on this later) which can provide 

some more locale data for the errors 

So far as I’m able to tell, adding errors can be applied to the AST tree- however it you want the 

report warning capability this only seems to apply to the CST (Concrete System Tree) part of the 

SourceUnit and I’m only working at AST level at this point.   

Using this routine as follows in your code would look like  

@GroovyASTTransformation(phase= CompilePhase.CANONICALIZATION) 
class MyDoNothingASTTransformation implements ASTTransformation  
{ 
  
 private static final EMPTY_STRING = "" 
  
 public void visit (ASTNode[] nodes, SourceUnit source) 
 { 
 
  WillsASTUtils.addError("Wills add error message ", nodes[1], source) 
   
  return  
 } 
} 

There is an also AST Assert annotation that you can apply to your transform.  It applies to the node 

it’s attached to – and in the syntax the ‘node’ attribute in the closure relates to the node in your 
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code the AST Assertion is applied to.  However this is another means to output some debug text to 

the to the display  

 So in my WillsASTUtils class (in build) I’ve provided a couple of methods to enable you to output 

errors and warnings etc when the AST transform is applied.  This is a simple cheat for debug 

statements as there as you can’t just write println messages to readily run your transformation 

through the debugger, or watch a command line output. 

Which as seen in eclipse, positions the comment/errors nearer the line reported as follows.    

 

The following static routine in the helper is slightly better than the assert method as it builds a 

syntax error with line and column number, and eclipse does its best to position that in relation to the 

code rather than a general error at file level  

 /** 
  * add message as syntax error  and continues  
  *  
  * @param message 
  * @param expression 
  * @param source 
  */ 
 static void addError (String message, ASTNode node, SourceUnit source ) 
 { 
  int line = node.lineNumber 
  int col = node.columnNumber 
  SyntaxException se = new SyntaxException (" Error: "+  message + 
'\n', line, col) 
  SyntaxErrorMessage sem = new SyntaxErrorMessage (se, source) 
  source.errorCollector.addErrorAndContinue(sem) 
 } 

Testing your Transform 
 
The Tricky thing is unless the transform you write operates correctly (unlikely) it’s a little tricky to 

test as the transform never completes.  However you can test your AST Transform in a Util library, 

outside of an actual compiler trying to applying the transformation itself  which can be useful as you 
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can watch the process with the debugger, and assertions before that library code in your final 

transformation.   

So I’ve found myself doing two pass testing. 

Pass 1.   

Write some code in your AST util transformation library or in your AST transformation.  Then build a 

test class in your IDE (I’m using eclipse).   Something like this  

import static org.junit.Assert.* 
… 
class WillsASTUtilsTest { 
… 
 @Test 
 public void testCreateDefaultConstructor () { 
   
  ClassNode testDummy = new ClassNode (Dummy) 
   
 
  def block = WillsASTUtils.createDefaultConstructor(testDummy) 
  println "default constructor " + block 
   
 }  
 

This allows you to run assertions, or but break points in your code and step the test through and 

watch it run – or just print some of the values in the console   

Pass 2 

Write your AST transformation class and apply it to your actual code class by applying the 

transformation, typically by doing a project clean to clear the cache, and then uncommenting your 

annotation on your class.   If you have assertion code, or use the logging approach you can look at 

the failure in editor and look at the error trace and try and ascertain why your code isn’t working 

correctly  

Then there’s 

Structural testing 

 
Groovy 2 has provided another transformation @ASTTest which allows you to add assertions against 

the AST tree itself  

So look at an example  

for (int i in 1..n) { 
@ASTTest (phase=SEMANTIC_ANALYSIS , value = { 
Assert  node.getText == ‘<some string>’ }) 
def k = i 

} 
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The ASTTest requires you to stipulate the compiler phase you want it applied in, and closure for the 

test itself.  This reads the text value for an AST node.  The node in the ASTTest closure is linked to 

the annotated declaration, in this case:  def k=i. 

Selecting the compiler phase is a little arbitrary – however there is help in the groovy mailing lists to 

suggest which phase may be best suited to you  

If the assertion fails, the unit test will fail.   

Or another example  

import groovy.transform.* 

 

@ASTTest(phase=INSTRUCTION_SELECTION value = { 

    def owner = node.declaringClass 

    assert owner.fields.any { it.name == 'x' } 

} 

@Field int x 

 

Which tests the @Field AST transformation  

If you want more details on this capability you can also look at Cedric Champeau's blog, including the 

ability to use a labelFinder – to avoid fragility in your test assertions when embedded in complex AST 

trees, like this  

@ASTTest(phase=INSTRUCTION_SELECTION, value= { 

    lookup('forLoop').each { 

        assert it instanceof org.codehaus.groovy.ast.stmt.ForStatement 

        def collection = it.collectionExpression // MethodCallExpression 

        def inft = collection.getNodeMetaData(INFERRED_TYPE) 

        assert inft == make(Set) 

        def entryInft = inft.genericsTypes[0].type 

        assert entryInft == make(Map.Entry) 

        assert entryInft.genericsTypes[0].type == STRING_TYPE 

        assert entryInft.genericsTypes[1].type == Integer_TYPE 

    } 

}) 

void test() { 

    def result = "" 

    def sum = 0 

    forLoop: 

    for ( Map.Entry<String, Integer> it in [a:1, b:3].entrySet() ) { 

        result += it.getKey() 

        sum += it.getValue() 

    } 

    assert result == "ab" 

    assert sum == 4 

} 

test() 

 

http://www.jroller.com/melix/entry/improved_ast_transformation_testing_in 

 

http://www.jroller.com/melix/entry/improved_ast_transformation_testing_in
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Watching your transformation in the debugger 

I thought at first I couldn’t do this – but you can do so by a hack using the GroovyClassLoader. 

essentially you write a unit test that looks a bit like this.  You basically create an instance of the 

GroovyClassLoader(), and then invoke the parseClass on your class being transformed. 

You can then set break points in your transformation class, and so when the loader loads your class – 

it triggers the transformations as they go and you can step through your transform and try and see 

whats going on.   

This even works if the class doesn’t compile properly – it gives you a warning about wanting to run a 

class with errors – you say yes and see what happens. 

This has been a major step forward me as there’s just so many tricky corners in the AST universe and 

the debugger is  great source of information and seeing what the actual values are etc    

@TestMixin(GrailsUnitTestMixin) 
class ValueClassASTTransformationTest { 
 
 def astTestHelper 
 def file 
 
 @Test 
 void testValueClassTransform() { 
  file = new File ("C:/Users/802518659/Documents/temp (not backed 
up)/grails 3 workspace/myFirstAST/src/groovy/demoAST/TryBasicClass.groovy") 
   
  GroovyClassLoader invoker = new GroovyClassLoader() 
  def clazz = invoker.parseClass(file) 
  def out = clazz.newInstance() 
   
  //do some asserts, or set break points in your Transform class 
 } 
 
} 

 

Step 2.   A simple AST transform with no parameters 
 

Working up my problem that triggered all this work.  Lets build a simple AST Transform, with no 

parameters, that actually rewrites the AST tree. 

The annotation  

So let’s start with the annotation definition  

@Retention(RetentionPolicy.SOURCE) 
@Target([ElementType.TYPE]) 
@GroovyASTTransformationClass("demoAST.MySimpleClassASTTransformation") 
public @interface SimpleClassAnnotation { 
//empty annotation  
} 
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This is a simple marker interface and has no attributes, it’s just the means to trigger some AST 

transformation class 

First note this sample annotation is only applied to ElementType.TYPE or ‘your class’ in ordinary 

language 

Sample class to transform 

Next we look at the sample class to be annotated which in this example looks like this  

@SimpleClassAnnotation 
class BasicClass { 
  
 String name 
 String lastname 
 String fullname 
 String speak() { return "the spoken word"} 
} 
 
 
def basic = new BasicClass() 
basic.astAddedMethod ("howdi") // added by AST transform 
println basic.astAddedMethodWithReturn() 
println basic.speak() //call std method  
println basic.fullname //populated by initializer added by AST transform 

//prints the text to console when constructor is invoked 
def basic2 = new BasicClass ("basic 2: use ast added constructor") 

This script creates an instance of BasicClass with default constructor, and one using a constructor 

added by the AST Transformation  

The Simple AST Transformation  

 
Last,  let’s look at what the example transformation class is doing behind the scenes .  This does a 

couple things. 

1. It adds a class initializer block to the annotated class  

2. Second it adds a method to the class  

3. Adds a constructor that takes a String to the class  

Because things can get hairy quite quickly I’ve tried to structure the AST Transform class with 

comments that show the varying steps you are trying to perform.  So here’s the code first .   

Reminder – your Transform class must use the @GroovyASTTransform annotation, and specify the 

compilerPhase you want to trigger it in. 

@GroovyASTTransformation(phase= CompilePhase.CANONICALIZATION) 
class MySimpleClassASTTransformation implements ASTTransformation 
{ 
  
 private static final EMPTY_STRING = "" 
  
  
 public void visit (ASTNode[] nodes, SourceUnit source) 
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 { 
  // an Array of ASTNodes is passed, the first node is the 
AnnotationNode that triggered this annotation to be activated 
  // and the second nodes is the AnnotatedNode which has been 
decorated with the annotation, such as a MethodNode or ClassNode 
  // SourceUnit gives you access to error loggers and the source code 
   
  //Step 1 - defensive code - check that the nodes are valid 
  //includes checking the annotation class type on the annotation node 
using optional second parameter 
  if (!WillsASTUtils.validASTNodeList (nodes) ) 
  { 
   WillsASTUtils.addError("Internal error: wrong types: 
${nodes[0].class} / ${nodes[1].class}", nodes[0], nodes[1]) 
   return 
  } 
   
  //step 2 - setup the local annotation, and annotated  node 
references 
  AnnotationNode annotation = nodes[0] 
  AnnotatedNode annotatedNode = nodes[1] 
   
  // step 3 setup variables for later 
  ClassNode declaringClass 
  if (annotatedNode.class != ClassNode) 
   declaringClass = annotatedNode.getDeclaringClass() 
  else 
   declaringClass = annotatedNode 
   
  // step 4 - add a class object initializer block  
  assert annotatedNode != null : "annotated node is null" 
  assert declaringClass != null : "declaring class is null" 
  assert declaringClass instanceof ClassNode : "declaring class is not 
of type ClassNode" 
    
  // step 5 - add a class object initializer block  
  WillsASTUtils.addObjectInitializerBlock (declaringClass, 
"lastname='woodman'; name = 'william'") 
  WillsASTUtils.addObjectInitializerBlock (declaringClass, 
"fullname='william woodman'") 
    
  // step 6 make Method for  annotated class and add it   
  MethodNode method = WillsASTUtils.makeMethod (modifier:'public', 
returnType: Void.TYPE , name:'astAddedMethod', body:'println "$p1"', 
params:['p1':String]) 
  declaringClass.addMethod (method) 
 
  MethodNode method2 = WillsASTUtils.makeMethod (modifier:'public', 
returnType: String , name:'astAddedMethodWithReturn', body:'return "hello"', 
params:[]) 
  declaringClass.addMethod (method2) 
 
  // step 7 make a Constructor for the annotated class and add it 
  ConstructorNode constructor = WillsASTUtils.makeConstructor 
(modifier:'public', body:'println "$p1"', params:['p1':String] ) 
  declaringClass.addConstructor (constructor) 
 
 } 

} 
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Step 1: is to add some basic defensive code to check the ASTNode is well formed and as you expect  

all this is embedded in my WillsASTUtils helper class like this 

 static boolean validASTNodeList (ASTNode[] nodes) 
 { 
   
  if (!nodes) return false 
  if (!nodes[0] || !nodes[1]) return false 
   
  if (!(nodes[0] instanceof AnnotationNode) || !(nodes[1] instanceof 
AnnotatedNode)) 
   return false 
 
  return true 
  
 } 

you can add additional tests specific to your transform as soon as the basic validation has completed 

Step2:  setup basic variables for later 

 //step 2 - setup the local annotation, and annotated  node references 
 AnnotationNode annotation = nodes[0] 
 AnnotatedNode annotatedNode = nodes[1] 

 

The first node is the annotation itself, and the second node is the AST node that has been annotated 

(class, field, method etc )  

step 3: get the declaring class and setup as a variable 

 // step 3 setup variables for later 
 ClassNode declaringClass 
 if (annotatedNode.class != ClassNode) 
  declaringClass = annotatedNode.getDeclaringClass() 
 else 
  declaringClass = annotatedNode 

 

depending on whether you annotated a class (as we do in this Simple Transform) or field or method, 

locate the declaring class.  If the AST node is field or method use the getDeclaringClass() to get 

this.  If the annotated node is itself a class just use the annotatedNode as your class. 

step 4: do some more essential checks to make sure you are ready to go  

 // step 4 - add a class object initializer block  
 assert annotatedNode != null : "annotated node is null" 
 assert declaringClass != null : "declaring class is null" 
 assert declaringClass instanceof ClassNode : "declaring class is not of 
type ClassNode" 
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for me I’m checking the declaring class is set, and checking the declaringClass is an instance of 

ClassNode for example.   I’ve added the extra text to the assertion so that if it triggers you see 

additional context data you provide. 

Whilst in principal you shouldn’t throw exceptions in your transform – I’ve found it a useful check 

whilst debugging.  You could use the @ASSTest annotation but it’s quite busy to look at on the 

screen, and you could do some tests and use the static addError() routine in the WillsASTUtils 

class, so that these build additively to the list of errors reported    

 static void addError (String message, ASTNode node, SourceUnit source ) 
 { 
  int line = node.lineNumber 
  int col = node.columnNumber 
  SyntaxException se = new SyntaxException (" Error: "+  message + 
'\n', line, col) 
  SyntaxErrorMessage sem = new SyntaxErrorMessage (se, source) 
  source.errorCollector.addErrorAndContinue(sem) 
 } 

 

however, whilst getting the basic code up its actually quite helpful to catch each error as it happens 

immediately and then refactor your assertions towards addError()  later when it’s all settling 

down. 

Then you can begin your transformations 

step 5:  add initializer block 

 // step 5 - add a class object initializer block  
 WillsASTUtils.addObjectInitializerBlock (declaringClass, 
"lastname='woodman'; name = 'william'") 
 WillsASTUtils.addObjectInitializerBlock (declaringClass, "fullname='william 
woodman'") 

 

In this example I add two initializer’s, the first is doing two fields in one go (name, and lastname) , 

then there’s another one for the fullname.  These are already defined in the sample class, so in this 

example it’s up to you as the developer in this case to check the fields of that name exist already, 

and are of the right types for the initializing assignment, or write clever checks to look for them 

dynamically or add new Field declarations 

the magic happens in the addObjectInitializerBlock which takes the declaring class , and the 

assignments as a String.  Here’s the helper routine that does the work   

  static void addObjectInitializerBlock (ClassNode classNode, String var) { 
   
  assert var != null 
  if (var == null) var = "" 
  def ast = new AstBuilder().buildFromString (var) 
  assert ast[0].getClass() == BlockStatement : "error generating block 
container didnt return expected BlockStatment type found ${ast[0].getClass()}" 
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  // parser builds blockStatement.returnStatement.binaryExpression in 
array  
  // you cant use a returnStatment in an initializer  
  // so unwrap the binary expression that and re wrap as a generalised 
expressionStatement and add to initialiser 
  def  statements = [] 
  def numStatements = ast[0]?.statements.size() 
  def  es 
  (0..<numStatements).each {es = new ExpressionStatement 
(ast[0]?.statements[it]?.expression) 
          statements  << es} 
   
  statements.each { exp ->  
   classNode?.addObjectInitializerStatements(exp) 
  } 
   
 
 } 

 

I’ve used the AstBuilder.buildFromString  to generate AST for you initializer string.  Then for each 

statement select that statement from the blocks statements array, and wrap it up as an expression 

and then add to a local  array of statements.   

finally for all the statements I’ve collected I add each as an objectInitializerStatement  to the 

ClassNode  

step 6:  add method to a class  

For step 6 I’ve added two methods to the class being transformed like this  

 // step 6 make Method for  annotated class and add it  
 // as Void.TYPE is a little hard to remember, the map form 
 // allows you to do  returnType: ‘void’ and does the look up for you 
 MethodNode method = WillsASTUtils.makeMethod (modifier:'public', 
returnType: Void.TYPE , name:'astAddedMethod', body:'println "$p1"', 
params:['p1':String]) 
 declaringClass.addMethod (method) 
 
 MethodNode method2 = WillsASTUtils.makeMethod (modifier:'public', 
returnType: String , name:'astAddedMethodWithReturn', body:'return "hello"', 
params:[]) 
 declaringClass.addMethod (method2) 

 

because it can get tricky to keep recalling the order of positional parameters, I’ve added a form of 

the makeMethed that takes a map and internally extracts the values from the map and calls the 

basic makeMethod() method in the right order , which actually does the heavy AST lifting like this  

 static MethodNode makeMethod (String modifiers = 'default', Class 
returnType = Void.TYPE, String name, String methodBody, Object... params) 
 { 
  if (name == null || name == '') 
   return null 
  if (methodBody == null) 
   methodBody = EMPTY_GSTRING 
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  def modifier = processModifiers (modifiers)  
  def paramsList = params ? params.flatten(): [] //empty array if 
no args present  
   
  @ASTTest (phase=CANONICALIZATION, 
   value = { 
    assert node != null : "new method node just built was 
null" 
    }) 
  List <MethodNode> newMethodBuild = new AstBuilder().buildFromSpec 
  { 
   method (name, modifier, returnType) 
   { 
    //build parameter list for this method declaration 
    parameters { 
     def paramSize = paramsList.size() 
      
     for (int i = 0 ; i < paramSize; i++) 
     { 
      def attDef = paramsList[i] 
      if (!(attDef instanceof Map)) 
       break  // loop through optional args 
- assume each is a map of arg defs though  
      attDef.each {attName, classType -> 
       parameter "$attName" : classType 
      } 
     }  
 
    } 
    exceptions {} 
    block { 
     if (methodBody) { 
      
      def ast = new AstBuilder().buildFromString 
(methodBody.toString() ) 
      def returnStatement = ast[0].statements 
      def es 
      if (returnType == Void.TYPE) 
      { 
       //unpack expression from inside the 
return, and re wrap inside new Expression  
       def body = 
returnStatement.expression 
       es = new ExpressionStatement 
(body[0]) 
      } 
      else 
       es = returnStatement 
      owner.expression.addAll (es)  
     } 
    } 
    annotations{} 
   } 
  } 
   
  return newMethodBuild[0] 
 } 
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You pass a map of parameters and their types for the paramBuild and add each in turn.  In the body 

string you pass your code, and the AstBuilder.buildFromString parses your method into AST tree.  

Make sure your string works as code before you do this.   

The if the return type is a void return – you have to unpack the body from the builder AST as it builds 

it inside a return statement, and repackage without the return.  If it’s an ordinary return type just 

use as is from the builder, and add all the expressions to the code.   

Note the use of owner.expression.addAll(es) as you are in a closure here, and the owner here 

represents the  containing newMethodBuild object which is where you want to add the method. 

lastly you take the content of that first node and return the MethodNode construct to the call, who 

can add that to the AST tree, which is done with the call. 

 declaringClass.addMethod (method) 

 

step 7:  add new constructor  

This is conceptually the same as adding a method above, but there is no return type, or method 

name 

 // step 7 make a Constructor for the annotated class and add it 
 ConstructorNode constructor = WillsASTUtils.makeConstructor 
(modifier:'public', body:'println "$p1"', params:['p1':String] ) 
 declaringClass.addConstructor (constructor) 

 

again I’ve provided a map form of the makeConstructor() to unpack the map and call the core 

routine to generate the constructor AST.  Here is the helper routine, its very like makeMethod in 

approach but returns ContructorNode type   

 static ConstructorNode makeConstructor (String modifiers = 'default', 
String constructorBody, Object... params) 
 { 
  if (constructorBody == null) 
   constructorBody = EMPTY_GSTRING 
    
   
  def modifier = processModifiers (modifiers) 
  def paramList = (params) ? params.flatten(): [] //empty array if 
no params present 
   
  @ASTTest (phase=CANONICALIZATION, 
   value = { 
    assert node != null : "new method node just built was 
null" 
    }) 
  List <ConstructorNode> newConstructorBuild = new 
AstBuilder().buildFromSpec 
  { 
   constructor (modifier) 
   { 
    parameters { 
     def paramSize = paramList.size() 
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     for (int i = 0 ; i < paramSize; i++) 
     { 
      def attDef = paramList[i] 
      if (!(attDef instanceof Map)) 
       break  // loop through optional 
params - assume each is a map of param defs though 
      attDef.each {attName, classType -> 
       parameter "$attName" : classType 
      } 
     } 
 
    } 
    exceptions {} 
    block { 
     if (constructorBody) { 
      def ast = new AstBuilder().buildFromString 
(constructorBody.toString() ) 
      def own = owner 
      def returnStatement = ast[0].statements 
      def body = returnStatement.expression 
      def es  
      // unwrap from inside return and re wrap 
as Expression  
      es = new ExpressionStatement (body[0]) 
      owner.expression.addAll (es) 
     } 
    } 
   } 
  } 
  return newConstructorBuild[0] 
 } 

 

again as the AstBuilder adds a return Statement as child of the block, we unpack the content fro 

within that return and re wrap as an expression and add it to the owner. 

Lastly in the transform I take the returned AST tree and add to the classNode  

 declaringClass.addConstructor (constructor) 

  

 

Help with generating AST using the AstBuilder 
 
Note, this is when not if but when you get stuck , it helps to see the various options for doing this 

correctly.  One of the most useful sources of stuff to look at is codehaus AstBuilder project.  You can 

download this to your machine and unpack it.   

If you look in the src>test>org>codehaus>groovy>ast>builder folder you’ll see various test files for 

buildFromString and buildFromCode. 

This has lots of sample AST code generation so you can see the style and layout of structure you may 

want to build yourself  
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also the following two links are worth having a peek at to start to read  

http://groovy.codehaus.org/Compile-time+Metaprogramming+-+AST+Transformations 

http://groovy.codehaus.org/Building+AST+Guide 

And remember you can look at actual AST fro with the groovyConsole as described earlier. 

Also writing some simple unit tests, and triggering the debugger of the output from AstBuilder gives 

you a good idea of what’s been generated and how it’s all wrapped up. 

After all that it’s just a bit of a sweat and strain to get what you need laid out. 

Building More Complex Transforms With Parameters 
Once you have progressed passed empty marker interfaces you’re going to want to pass parameters 

into your annotations.  This took a little investigation and reading but essentially your annotation 

interface can declare any number of parameters, however they can only be of a constrained list of 

types  

String, Class, or Enum, or basic java type (int, bool, etc) or array one of these types 

To see more on this see the following link 

http://docs.oracle.com/javase/1.5.0/docs/guide/language/annotations.html 

In the following example I’ve created a new annotation – ValueClassAnnotation, that takes three 

parameters.  Note:  If your interface uses only one parameter, then value is the assumed default 

parameter name and it means that you can just pass your parameter directly without specifying the 

attribute name, when annotating your class. 

In this example I have declared three parameters, one String and two returning Class.  If when using 

you don’t stipulate a parameter for value – then the interface declares that a default is returned  

@Retention(RetentionPolicy.SOURCE) 
@Target([ElementType.TYPE]) 
@GroovyASTTransformationClass("demoAST.MyValueClassASTTransformation") 
public @interface ValueClassAnnotation { 
    String value () default "my default" 
 Class cls () 
 Class clos() 
 
} 

The use of this on your class would something like this  

@ValueClassAnnotation (value = "test", cls = Object, clos = {-> println 'hello'}) 
class TryBasicClass { 
 

or  
 
 
//param value assumes default defined in the interface   
@ValueClassAnnotation (cls = Object, clos = {-> println 'hello'})   
class TryBasicClass { 

http://groovy.codehaus.org/Compile-time+Metaprogramming+-+AST+Transformations
http://groovy.codehaus.org/Building+AST+Guide
http://docs.oracle.com/javase/1.5.0/docs/guide/language/annotations.html
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If you declare an attribute of return type String it expects the value passed as the parameter  to be 

of type string. 

If you declare the return type to be type Class, then you can get some additional details.   

How do you access these parameters in your code then?  Essentially they are made available to you 

on the AnnotatedNode attribute in the ASTNodes [] passed to your transforms visit method. 

In my AST utils routine I’ve provided a static helper routine like this to get this.  

 /** 
  * getAnnotationAttribute - gets the value of the param in the annotation 
or its default 
  * from the Annotation (value...)  used on the target class/fields etc  
  *  
  * @param annotation - the annotated node 
  * @param attribute - the name of the attribute you want the returned value 
for  
  *  
  */ 
  
static Object getAnnotationAttribute (AnnotationNode annotation, String attribute 
= 'value') 
{ 
 //default attribute is named 'value'. assume this if not specified in 
calling arg list  
 Expression expr = annotation.getMember(attribute) 
 def value 
 switch (expr) 
 { 
  case ConstantExpression: 
   //get the constant value  
   value = expr.getValue() 
   return value 
    
  case VariableExpression: 
   value =  expr.getAccessedVariable()    
   return value 
     
  case ClassExpression: 
   //get the class name as string 
   value = expr.getText() 
   return value 
 
  case ClosureExpression: 
   //returns Statement - probably a BlockStatement,  

//and the calling parameters or null 
   Map map = [:] 
   map.'code' =  expr.getCode() 
   //returns Parameter[] 
   map.'params' = expr.getParameters() 
   map.'closure' = expr 
   return map 
    
  default : 
   return null 
 } 
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} 

 The getMember method is passed the attribute, as a string, that you’re interested in.  The code then 

looks at the expression type and processes the attribute based on the type.  If it’s a constant 

expression I get the value using the getValue() and return this string to the caller.   

If your attribute is a class, like say Object in the example, then I return the class name as string using 

the expr.getText() on the ClassExpression case. 

If the attribute is a closure I return a map that contains the block body into the map on the ‘code’ 

key,  the closures parameters is in ‘params’ key and the closure as the declared Expression into the 

‘closure’ key of the map.  

To use this utility method you would write some code in your transform like this  

@GroovyASTTransformation(phase= CompilePhase.CANONICALIZATION) 
class MyValueClassASTTransformation implements ASTTransformation 
{ 
  
 private static final EMPTY_STRING = "" 
  
  
 public void visit (ASTNode[] nodes, SourceUnit source) 
 { 
 

AnnotationNode annotation = nodes[0] 
 AnnotatedNode annotatedNode = nodes[1] 
   
   
 Object value = WillsASTUtils.getAnnotationAttribute (annotation, "value") 
 assert value == 'test' 
   
 Object cls  = WillsASTUtils.getAnnotationAttribute (annotation, "cls") 
 assert cls instanceof String 
 assert  cls == "java.lang.Object" 
 
 Object clos  = WillsASTUtils.getAnnotationAttribute (annotation, "clos") 
 assert clos instanceof Map 
 assert  clos.params == null 
 assert clos.code != null 
 assert clos.code instanceof Statement  
 assert clos.code.text.contains("hello") 
 
 //do something to the AST tree.. 

 } 
} 
 

You can also get all the AST attributes in one hit into a map.  I’ve done this in another utility function  
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 static Object getAnnotationAttributesMap (AnnotationNode annotation) 
 { 
  //default attribute is named 'value'. assume this if not specified 
in calling arg list 
  Map attributes = annotation.getMembers() 
  return attributes 
 
 } 

and I’ve provided one that calls a closure you provide passing the expression for each member of the 

members map  

 static void doWithAnnotationAttributes (AnnotationNode annotation, Closure 
closure) 
 { 
  assert annotation : "annotation cant be null " 
  assert annotation instanceof AnnotationNode : "annotation passed was 
not of type AnnotationNode" 
  assert closure != null : "you need to provide a closure to called" 
   
  println "now trying to loop through members" 
  for(Map.Entry<String, Expression> member : 
annotation.getMembers().entrySet()) { 
   String attribute = member.getKey() 
   Expression exprValue = member.getValue()   
   //check if there is a list of expressions listed process each 
in turn 
   if((exprValue instanceof ListExpression)) { 
    for(Expression instOfExpr : exprValue.getExpressions()) 

{ 
     closure.call (attribute, exprValue) 
 
    } 
   } else { 
    closure.call (attribute, exprValue) 
   } 
  } 
 } 
  

I’ve also written one to test for the existence of an annotation like this  

static boolean hasAnnotation(AnnotatedNode node, ClassNode annotationClazz) { 
 for (AnnotationNode annotation : node.getAnnotations()) { 
  if (annotationClazz.equals(annotation.getClassNode())) { 
   return true 
  } 
 } 
 return false 
} 
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Step 3.   Applying what you’ve learnt:  a complex  AST transform with 

parameters 
 

So finally we get to what drove me to go to all this trouble in the first place.  I had tried downloading 

a griffon annotation, but it didn’t appear to work and I couldn’t figure out why, so I’ve tried to 

rewrite the  transform myself and document what I’ve learned as I go.  Still not quite sure why this 

example from griffon failed.  

 I think ultimately it’s to do with the java definition of an annotation and permissible values of the 

attributes of the interface.  In the java documentation it states  

Return types are restricted to primitives, String, Class, enums, annotations, and arrays of 

the preceding types…   The values must be compile-time constants.. 

what that means is that you can only pass strings, Class, Closure or enum or basic type, and as such 

you can’t pass a field attribute as an annotation parameter .  I’ve tried to use a String and then 

lookup the field I want internally to the AST. 

So here is my recoded version 

First there is an AST transformation called @Bindable.  This annotation is described here  

http://groovy.codehaus.org/Bindable+and+Vetoable+transformation 

essentially this adds propertyChangeListener support to the class or annotated fields in your class.  

This reduces the boilerplate substantially  

So instead of having to type code like this  

import java.beans.PropertyChangeSupport; 

import java.beans.PropertyChangeListener; 

 

public class MyBean { 

    private String prop 

 

    PropertyChangeSupport pcs = new PropertyChangeSupport(this) 

 

    public void addPropertyChangeListener(PropertyChangeListener l) { 

        pcs.add(l) 

    } 

 

    public void removePropertyChangeListener(PropertyChangeListener l) { 

        pcs.remove(l) 

    } 

 

    public String getProp() { 

        return prop 

    } 

 

    public void setProp(String prop) { 

        pcs.firePropertyChanged("prop", this.prop, this.prop = prop) 

    } 

} 

http://docs.oracle.com/javase/1.5.0/docs/api/java/lang/String.html
http://docs.oracle.com/javase/1.5.0/docs/api/java/lang/Class.html
http://docs.oracle.com/javase/1.5.0/docs/guide/language/enums.html
http://groovy.codehaus.org/Bindable+and+Vetoable+transformation
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you can replace all that with this instead  

class MyBean { 

    @Bindable String prop 

} 

 

now in groovy Swing and SWT builders you can use a line like this to do implicit binding on an 

instance  

textField text: bind { myBeanInstance.prop } 

 

The purpose of the @PropertyChange annotation is to provide a convenient way to register 

PropertyChangeListeners on an observable bean enabled with propertyChangeSupport using the 

@Bindable annotation  

Applying the transformation to a Field  

so let’s this build this up as we go.  Let’s assume we wanted to register a propertyChangeListener on 

a field in some class.  To do this by hand you’d encode something like this  

import groovy.beans.Bindable 

 import java.beans.PropertyChangeListener 

 

 class MyModel { 

     @Bindable String name 

     @Bindable String lastname 

 

     def snoopAll = { evt -> ... } 

 

     MyModel() { 

         addPropertyChangeListener(snoopAll as PropertyChangeListener) 

         addPropertyChangeListener('lastname', { 

             ev -> println “saw change “ + ev 

         } as PropertyChangeListener) 

     } 

 } 

 

So what’s required of the ASTTransform here is the addition of an initializer block with a call to a 

method with a closure which has been coerced as a java.beans.PropertyChangeListener interface   

 So let’s take a first stab at the AST Transform definition as follows applying it only to a field of a 

class.  We are going to be passing a closure, so declare value() to be of type Class 
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@Retention(RetentionPolicy.SOURCE) 
@Target([ElementType.FIELD]) 
@GroovyASTTransformationClass("demoAST.MyPropertyListenerASTTransformation") 
public @interface PropertyListener { 
    Class value () 
} 

next the transformation itself  which looks in part  like this  

@GroovyASTTransformation(phase= CompilePhase.CANONICALIZATION) 
class MyPropertyListenerASTTransformation implements ASTTransformation 
{ 
  
 //private static final ClassNode PROPERTY_LISTENER_CLASS = 
PropertyListener.class//makeClassSafe(SimpleListener.class) 
 private final EMPTY_STRING = "" 
  
 private final ClassNode PROPERTY_CHANGE_LISTENER_CLASS = new ClassNode 
(PropertyChangeListener.class) 
  
 public void visit (ASTNode[] nodes, SourceUnit source) 
 { 
  // an Array of ASTNodes is passed, the first node is the 
AnnotationNode that triggered this annotation to be activated 
  // and the second nodes is the AnnotatedNode which has been 
decorated with the annotation, such as a MethodNode or ClassNode 
  // SourceUnit gives you access to error loggers and the source code 
   
  //Step 1 - defensive code - check that the nodes are valid 
  //includes checking the annotation class type on the annotation node 
using optional second parameter 
  if (!WillsASTUtils.validASTNodeList (nodes) ) 
  { 
   WillsASTUtils.addError("Internal error: wrong types: 
${nodes[0].class} / ${nodes[1].class}", nodes[0], nodes[1]) 
   return 
  } 
   
  //step 2 - setup the local annotation, and annotated  node 
references 
  AnnotationNode annotation = nodes[0] 
  AnnotatedNode annotatedNode = nodes[1] 
   
    
  // step 3 delegate the work to build the transform 
  // in this case check if its annotated at Class level 
  // or at Field level 
  ClassNode declaringClass 
  if (annotatedNode.class != ClassNode) 
   declaringClass = annotatedNode.getDeclaringClass() 
  else 
   declaringClass = annotatedNode 
 
  // step4 - check to see that the @Bindable annotation was set first 
to enable the 
  // the PropertyChangeSupport class has been added to this class 
  // need to figure this out - what type am i looking for 
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  //List<AnnotationNode> annList  = declaringClass.annotations (new 
ClassNode (Bindable)) 
   
   switch (annotatedNode) 
   { 
    case FieldNode: 
    addListenerToProperty(source, annotation, 
declaringClass, (FieldNode) annotatedNode) 
    break; 
     
     
    default: break 
   } 
    
   return 
 } 

 

 This delegates the building of the additional AST by calling addListenerToProperty and passing down 

the annotated FieldNode of my class (NB if I iterate through the getMembers() I get a compiler error 

about passing a class or closure – cant figure that so I’ve read default value directly instead) 

 

 void addListenerToProperty(SourceUnit source, AnnotationNode annotation, 
ClassNode declaringClass, FieldNode field) { 
 
  final Expression exprVal = annotation.getMember ("value") 
  processExpression(source, declaringClass, field.getName(), exprVal) 
   
  return 
   
 } 
 

This this takes the parameter value of “value” which will be my closure, and passes that to a 
processExpression routine, like this  - this will test for other expression types later. 
 
 void processExpression (SourceUnit source, ClassNode declaringClass, String 
propertyName, Expression annotationParamValue)  
 { 
   
  if(annotationParamValue instanceof ClosureExpression) { 
   addPropertyChangeListener(declaringClass, propertyName, 
(ClosureExpression) annotationParamValue) 
    
  }  else { 
   
   WillsASTUtils.addError ("debug: Internal error: wrong 
expression type. ", annotationParamValue, source) 
  } 
   
    
 } 
  

and so we finally add the class initializer with a call to addPropertyChangeListener (put there by 
@Bindable) and passing the closure with the cast  
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 void addPropertyChangeListener(ClassNode classNode, String propertyName, 
codeExpression) { 
  ArgumentListExpression args = new ArgumentListExpression() 
   
  /*equiv code being built is like  for an annotated node 
    addPropertyChangeListener('fieldname', { 
    someClosure 
    } as PropertyChangeListener) 
   */ 
 
  if(propertyName != null) //if property annotated use explicit form 
in args list 
   args.addExpression(new ConstantExpression(propertyName)) 
 
 args.addExpression(CastExpression.asExpression(PROPERTY_CHANGE_LISTENER_CLA
SS, codeExpression)) 
 
  BlockStatement body = new BlockStatement() 
  body.addStatement(new ExpressionStatement( 
   new MethodCallExpression( 
    VariableExpression.THIS_EXPRESSION, 
    "addPropertyChangeListener", 
    args 
   ) 
  )) 
 
  classNode.addObjectInitializerStatements(body) 
 } 
 

 

finally you can apply this transformation to some field within a class (remember to clean your 

project and purge caches etc) like this . 

 

class BasicClass { 
 @Bindable  
 @PropertyListener ({ev -> println "got prop change event " + ev}) 
 String fullname 
  
 
 def snoopAll = { evt -> println "hello" } 
 
} 

 

def basic = new BasicClass() 
println "setting fullname now" 
basic.fullname = 'howdi' 

 

This should all compile without errors and then when you run it you see this in the console 
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setting fullname now 
got prop change event java.beans.PropertyChangeEvent[propertyName=fullname; 
oldValue=null; newValue=howdi; propagationId=null; 
source=demoAST.BasicClass@7b4514] 
 

NB.  as an aside should you want to get access to the propertyChangeListener added by the 
@Bindable, it gets added as a field named (currently ) ‘final private this$propertyChangeSupport’.  
This is expected as internal, but  the @Bindable adds the expected utility methods to 
add/remove/list propertyChangeListeners etc as it goes. 
 
 

Applying the transformation at  Class level 
 

So we’ll expand the example a little and try and apply a default  listener for all attributes of the test 

class – rather than annotating a field. 

so the modified class to transform now looks like  

@Bindable 
@PropertyListener (all='snoopAll') 
class BasicClass { 
 //@Bindable  
 //@PropertyListener ({ev -> println "got prop change event " + ev}) 
 String fullname 
  
 
 def snoopAll = { ev -> println "snoopall " + ev } 
 
} 

def basic = new BasicClass() 
 
println "setting fullname now" 
basic.fullname = 'howdi' 

where the all attribute is declared in the interface to be a String – I could find no other way to pass a 

variable representing a field that would pass the eclipse compiler checks. 

so I’ve encoded a snoopAll closure in the target class – which is what I want to promote into a 

PropertyChangeListener. 

My Annotation class now looks like this – note the all parameter of type String 

@Retention(RetentionPolicy.SOURCE) 
@Target([ElementType.FIELD, ElementType.TYPE]) 
@GroovyASTTransformationClass("demoAST.MyPropertyListenerASTTransformation") 
public @interface PropertyListener { 
    Class value () default {ev ->}// expects a closure as param  
    String all () default "" 
} 

 

In my transformation class I have added an extra check this time to ensure that the class has 

PropertyChangeSupport enabled or one of its parents has  

mailto:source=demoAST.BasicClass@7b4514
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  // step 4 - check to see that the @Bindable annotation was set first 
to enable the 
  // the PropertyChangeSupport class has been added to this class 
  if (!hasPropertyChangeSupport(declaringClass, source)) 
  { 
   WillsASTUtils.addError("Internal error: declaring class doesnt 
support property Change } ", declaringClass, source) 
      
  } 
 

step 5 in the expanded version on the visit routine now checks wither it was the field or the class 

that was annotated and calls the respective delagte routine to do the work  

  // step 5 delegate the work to build the transform 
  // in this case check if its annotated at Class level 
  // or at Field level 
  switch (annotatedNode) 
  { 
   case FieldNode: 
    addListenerToProperty(source, annotation, 
declaringClass, (FieldNode) annotatedNode) 
    break 
     
   case ClassNode: 
    addListenerToClass(source, annotation, (ClassNode) 
declaringClass) 
    break; 
     
   default: break 
  } 

 

In the addListenerToClass() delegate routine then we read the field name as a string into closName, 

and then try and find that field in the class (or its parents) using the getField().  If we find one, we 

check it has an initialising closure and then pass that to the processExpression() call setting the 

fieldname as null in this case as we are are at class level annotation here    

 

 void addListenerToClass (SourceUnit source, AnnotationNode annotation, 
ClassNode declaringClass) 
 { 
  Expression allListener = annotation.getMember ("all") 
  String closName = allListener.text 
   
  def initClosure 
  FieldNode classField =  declaringClass.getField (closName) 
  if (classField != null) 
  { 
   initClosure  = classField.initialExpression 
   assert initClosure != null : "couldnt find initialising 
closure to use a PropertyListener on field $allListener" 
   assert initClosure instanceof ClosureExpression : "field 
$allListener not a ClosureExpression" 
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  } else 
  { 
   WillsASTUtils.addError("internal error: class 
$decalringClass.name being annotated doesnt have a field called $closName", 
declaringClass, source) 
   return 
  } 
   
  //set the fieldName to null  
  processExpression(source, declaringClass, null, initClosure) 
   
  //reset the map entry to "" 
  annotation.setMember("all", new ConstantExpression(EMPTY_STRING)) 
   
 } 

The rest of the class is the same as above for annotating a field. 

Summary  
So there we have it a complex drawn out process of learning that I hope others can benefit from, 

and with full worked examples you can see where you might start with your own AST Transforms, 

however batten down the hatches and be prepared for some struggles as go  
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